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Choosing the Right Model

❑ There are different algorithms
❑ Algorithms have parameters/design 

choices
How to select the best algorithm or params?

Example→ Hyp. class: Polynomial 
Regression

Hyper-parameter: degree of polynomial

High Empirical Risk

Overfitting

Good Choice?

Two approaches on the book
❑ Structural Risk Minimization (SRM)

Not part of the course (impractical)
❑ Use a Validation set



Validation Set

 

Idea of demonstration: similar to 
law of large numbers, with more 
samples average gets closer to 

expectation



 

Bounds Comparison

From quantitative version fundamental theorem statistical learning*                                        With validation set

 

The bound based on the validation set is more accurate:

❑ Depends on validation set size, not on the training set size

❑ Does not depend on VC-dimension

❑ Why ? → The validation samples have not been used for training

❑ Choose final hypotheses by ERM over the validation set

 



Validation for Model Selection (1)



 

Validation for Model Selection

 

 
Size of output predictor 

set
(not of the hypothesis 

classes used for training)



Demonstration



Example

❑ Empty circles: validation samples

❑ The fitting is done using only the training samples (full circles)

❑ Notice how high order polynomial does not fit well over the 
validation ones (specially on the left and right sides)

❑ The right plot is sometimes called «model selection curve»

underfitting
overfitting



Grid Search 
for Multiple Parameters
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Train, Validation and Test sets

 



k-Fold Cross Validation

When data is not plentiful, we cannot afford to drop part of it to 
build the validation set → use k-fold cross validation
k-fold cross validation:

1. Partition (training) set of m samples into k folds of size m/k
2. For each fold:

o train on the union of the other folds
o estimate error (for learned hypothesis) on the selected fold

3. Estimate of the true error as the average of the estimated errors



Example:
Gesture Recognition

Images
and

Depth Data
ClassifierFeatures

Detected 
Gesture

(Gx)



Example:
Gesture Recognition

❑ Dataset: 12 gestures, 14 people, 10 repetitions -> 1680 samples

❑ Low number of samples -> use k-fold cross-validation

❑ Maximize Training/Validation diversity (better generalization 
properties): in this case leave out all the examples from a single 
person (same person always does the gestures in a very similar way)



Model Selection 
with Cross Validation

❑ Often cross validation is used for model selection
❑ In this case after selecting the model, the final hypothesis is 

obtained from training on the entire training set

remove i-th fold..

..and use it for testing



Error Decomposition

 



When Learning Fails…

Good training/validation errors… but results on test set are bad 
! Large

(underfitting)

 

 

 



Summary

 


